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Preface

As pieparation for my term of office I reviewed requests for services
and examined the role that the membership expected the Texas State Council
to play as a professional organization. In doing this 1 found that IRA mem-
bers wanted information and practical ideas for dealing with local and regional
concerns. A major concern of many Texas educators is the teaching of read-
ing to Spanish speaking children. There are approximately six million non-
English speaking schOol age children in the United States. More than eighty
percent of these speak Spanish as their first language. Twenty-fivo percent of
the total Texas population, under fifteen years of age, is Spanish speaking.
A few of these children Lave an adequate command of both English and
Spanish languages, but many do not have a functional command of English.
The question of how our schools can maximize the reading development of
the Spanish speaking.pupil is an involved issue. Consideration of this question
brought to mind the interests of Dr. Donald Critchlow and the contributions
he has made to the education of Spanish speaking pupils in Texas. Dr. etitch-
low accepted both the chairmanship of the new commit tec and the re!,nonsibi-
lity for developing a publication on reading and the Spanish speaking child.
This volume is the result of the dedicated effort of that informed committee.
The committee is planning other efforts which will further contribute to the
improvement of reading instruction for Spanish speaking pupils.

The Texas State Council of the International Reading Association
expresses appreciation to the committee for this first State Council publica-
tion.

Jirtunye Dobbs Hays, President
Texas State Council of the
International Reading Association
1974-75
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Introductory Note

The intent 'of this volume is to present considerawns for the aSsistance
of all who are concerned with teaching reading to children whose first lan-
guage is Spanish. Serious thought to the areas presented should resLdt in more
effective provision in classrooms for the reading and learning needs of a sig-
nificantly large numb:.r of children.

Reflecting the belief that the needs of the Spanish speaking child is of
concern to all in the field of education, Jimmye Dobbs Hays, President of
the Tt'xas State Council of the International Reading Association, with ap-
proval of the Executive Board, appointed the Committee and charged it
with th'. responsibility of preparing a pubhcation which would contribute
to the improvement of reading instruction for the Spanish speaking child.
The CoMmittee focused on I4e specific areas of (:.oncern to the administra-
tor, supervisor and teacher. It is hoped that those who use the publication
will tind it helpful to them and that it will thus. in turn, benefit the children
they teach. The Committee will then have met the charge given it by Mrs.
Hays.

. Appreciation is expressed to the individual writers and to the rem,. is,
Professors Drew Tinsley pd Janet Fair of Texas A & I University at Laredo,
who gave so generously/b'f their time and talents. A special thanks t Mrs.
Hays and the Exe,.:utive Board wholendered support and encouragement
for the development of this publication.

Donald E. Critchlow, Editor
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CHA2TER

BILINGUAL EDUCATION:
READING THROUGH TWO LANGUAGES

Arturo Luis Gutierrez, Ph.D.

Scncely more than five years ago on September 23, 1969, the U. S.
Commissioner of Education James E. Allen, Jr., in a speech to the National
Association of School Boards of Education in.Los Angeles proclaimed his
belief that we shouta immediately set for ourselves the goal of assuring that
by the end of this decade the right to read shall be a reality to allthat no
one shall leave our schools without the skill and the desire necessary to read
to the full limits of his capability. With these words he launched a decade of
effort dedicated to the proposition that every child has the capability of
learning to read and that reading is essential to the child's success as an
individual.

No one can disagree that reading serves as the foundation for other
educational activitiesthat the person who succeeds is the person who mas-
tars the skills of reading and develops, in the process, the desire to read.
And for this reason, there Anains cause for much concern when we review
current statistics; partfaularly, as they apply to children whose language is
one other than English.

In Texas, a multilingual, multicultural State, Mexican Americans
considt:ite the largest linguistic and cultural minority in the State. A
recent survey by the iexas Education Agency indicated that there were
approximately 625,000 Spanish surnamed children in Texas public schools.
This constituted approximately 23% of the total school population. More
importantly, though, a survey of bilingual education needs based on teacher
opinion conductedin !973-74 by public schools inTexas indicated that
there were over 243,000 children in grades K-12 who had Spanish as a pri-.
mary language and who were limitcd in their ability to speak and understand
English; thus, they had difi iculty performing ordinary classwork in English.
In addition, there were 7,000 children of limited English speaking ability who
spoke one of fifty other languages as a primary language.
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The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights (1971) reported that nearly 3.
of the Mexican American eighth graders in the Texas survey,area were read-
ing below average and nearly 14 of these were reading twc, or more years be-

low grade level. Concomitantly, the Commission reported:

For Mexican Americans, the situation appears to im-
prove between grades 8 and 12. It must be remember-

however, that in Texas nearly 50 percent of this
group has dropped out of school before reaching the
12th grade. Thus, the improvement in reading achieve-
ment is an illusion. Neiertheless, two-thirds of the
Mexican Americans who remain in school through
the 12th grade are deficient in their reading ability by
the time they are ready to graduate from high school
and about 44 peruent suffer severe reading retardation.

The result of the Sixth, Grade Criterion Referenced Test on forty-eighf
reading objectives which was sponsored by the Texas Education Agency in 1974
indicated that in general, the "Other" classification, which is primarily Anglo,
performed better than Mexican Americans, who in turn performed better than
Black pupils. Indeed, it appears that generally speaking, reading programs have

failed to meet the needs of all pupils.
Theodore Andersson (1965) wrote, "Every professional group needs

periodically to pause, to take stock, to focus anew, and to make a fresh start."
Both the Texas-Legislature and the State Board of Education have done just

that. By focusing attention on bilingual/multicultural education, the pro-
fession hqs been given the opportunity to perceive the importance of solving
serious educational problems for those children whose primary language is

one other than English. Recognizing that there are large numbers of children
in the public schools Who are, in fact, of limited English speaking ability,
bilingual/multicultural education has been authorized as a full-time instruc-
tional program by the Texas Legislature (Texas Education Code, 1974)
which had been recognized as an educational priority for the State of Texas

by the State Board of Education in 1973.
Bilingual legislation enacted by the 63rd Texas Legislature (Texas Edu-

cation Code, 1974) requires the implementation of bilingual education pro-

grams beginning at the first grade in September, 1974 in any district which
had 20 or more children of limited English speaking ability at any grade level

and in any language classification during the previous scholastic year. The

legislation also permits districtc with less than 20 children to implement pro-
grams. In this context, bilingual/multicultural education is an educational
approach which entails the use of two languages for instruction,.one of
which is English, in all or part of the curriculum. Inherent in the program
is the development of pride in the cultures and histories associated with the

two languages and the development and maintenance of the child's self-
esteem. In addition, the primary goal of bilingual/multicultural education

9



is the successful achievement by the student of the goals for public school
education.

A program of bilingual education is based on the premise that a child
begins where he is 'and builds upon those skills and competencies that he
bnngs to school. Those who know the nature of language and how it is
quired agree that, normally, by the fourth year of life a child has mastered
the basic sound patterns and structures of his language. Of all the skills and
competencies needed for social life which a child acquires in the fitst few
years of life, competence in language is one of the most crucial. As Bernard
Spolsky (1972) stated, "When a six year old child comes to school he brings
with him as a result of a huge investment of time and effort in language learn-
ing a high level of mastery of at least one variety of language." By the time
he arrives at school, a normal child is able to understand most of what is said
to him and can make himself understood by those who speak the same lan-
guage that he does. When the language of the school and the language of the
home are of the same variety, (here is no difficulty in the transition, from
home to school; but, unfortunately for a great number of children the situa-
tion is quite different.

In discussing the language education of minority children, Spolsky
(1972) stated:

For them, starting school means starting to learn a
new longtime. The five or six years they have so far
spent in acquiring competence in their home language
seem wasted when they find their teachers, their school
t'ooks. or their fellow pupils using a different language.
For them, there is a language barrier, established by
the school itself, that blocks their learning, discouraf.tes
their efforts, and reduces their chances of success in
the educational system. Learning in school depends
on interactioninteraction of the pupil with his
teachers, with his books, with his peersand all
these interactions are mediated by language. School
is not just a place that teaches language; most of its
teaching takes place through language, and most of
its learning depends on a pupil's ability to understand
what his teacher says andwhat is in Ins books. With-
out communication between teachers and pupils, there
is little chance of efective education.

Few will deny that many children bring certain disadvantages from home.
Whatever their inherent capacity may be, their environment may seriously ham-
per their opportunities for development However, when, in addition, the schools
fail to -ecognize and m-.ke use of the child's language, many mole d:sadvantaged
children are created.

There is an old myth that children of the lower socioeconomic classes 4
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speak no languageare non verbalor that they speak an inferior or sulwandard
dialect. Emphasis should be place on the fact eta children learn the vafiety of
language to which they have been exposed in their envininments and which meet
their needs for social life. If the language variety of the school is different feom
that which the child brings, the responsibility of the schtiol, then, is to accept
What the child brings. and to develop effective approaches. methods. and tech-
niques. so that children can acquire other varieties of language which are ap-
propriate to a variety of.situations. However, until the situation is recognized
and un erstood. little can be done lc provide equitable educational opportuni-
ties for a children. Fortunately.. many public schools in Texas are inoving in
this iiirecti.

An :I\ tuni of bilnigual /multicultural education is that children learn to
read best through their natise language. Therefore, as part of a bilingual edu-
cation program. school, inust provide for the sequential development of the
child's native language listening, speakingreading and writing. in that order-
while simultaneously introducing English language skills. Because of the pri-
macy of speech. the initial emphasis is on the development of the aural-oral
Allis, hos ever. as reading and writing are introduced the fo,,:us may shift to
the new skill,. without totally deemphasizing the listening and speaking.

'Hie Spanish language has a high degree of constancy in its relationship
between spoken and printed symbols. The use of Spanish for'inst ruction.
therefore. pr,ivides native speakers of the language with a vehicle for learning
to decode earlier and faster. Experience has shown that most kindergarten
children whose native. language is Spanish and who reeeive.instruction in the
development of Spanish language skills can and Jo learn to decode Sparaish
words by the end of the kindergarten y.ear. The simultaneous development
of English aural-oral skills through a planned approach forms the basis for the
introduction of reading and Writing skills in English at a later point in time.
The decoding skills learned in Spanish will establish a firm base for the Spanish
.rvaking child and will transfer to the development of reading and writing skills
in En.,Hsli without loss of time and energy.

iierhaps Abrahams and Troike (1972) best state the case for Bilingual
F.(1.1...iuon: Reading Through Two Languages. when they wrote.

Most school districts have yet to discover that bilin-
gualism can be a tool. It can be a toolindeed the
most important toolwith which to educate and
motivate the Mexican American child. It can be

the mearn. by which he achieves an affirmative
self-concept by which he comes to know who and
what he is. takes pride in his heritage and culture,
and develops a sense of his own worth. It can be
an invaluable asset to him as an adult. econon.ieally..
intellectually and socially.

5

One of the proofs of the validity of this approach. it
seems to us, is the fact that children born ,ind re- .
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ceiving their early schooling in Mexico or some other
Spanish speaking country generally do better in ou:
schools than Mexican Americans born here.
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CHAPTER II

TEACHING ALL CHILDRE,p1 TO READ

Donald E. Critchlow, Ph.D.

A thoughtful discussion of learning to read and to write and the teach-

ing of such sldlls to childrenoust include gome consideration of the origins

and growth of language and philosophical differences between schools in the

United States and in other natidns. Kottmeyer (1974) has provided a fairly

detailed description of both language and,philosophical differences together

with recommendations for tearhing alphabetic principles of English. His work

serves as a resource for serious attention to the improvement of instruction
for all children entrusted to the school.

'Learning to read and to write is a comparatively easier task when the

language remains cdnsistent in the Sound-symbotreiationship and adheres to

alphabetic principles. The sbund-symbol relationshipi and alphabetic princi-

ples do remain consistent in Spanish, French, Portuguese, Italian and Ro-

manian but are more inconsistent in English. These consistencies in the Ro-

rnance languages are traceable back CO the Latin, to the Italic languages and

the Greek dialects, and even further to the Egyptian hieroglyphics. Although

English too, can be traced back to the Egyptian hieroglyphics, the wesent

English used and taught in the American school was originally borrowed to

fit the phonemes of the Semitic dialects, adapted to fit the phonemes of a,
Germanic language which had been modified from Anglo-Saxon: Further

modifica tions appeared from Chaucer to Shakespeare and the addition of

thousands of words taken front other languages, with differing spelling pat-,

terns. comprise current nglish in the United States. To better understand
the many problems of teaching and learnini which result from the multi-

modification of alphabetic principles; the teacher should be familiar with
the English phonemes and the degree of inconsistency which exists in the

soundsymbol relationships being taught to'children and especially when
r.

many ot these children have already learned a language that adheres to a
sound-symbol relationship and is 'more amenable to alphabetic principles,

such as Spanish. In addition, it is necessary to consider that the syntactital
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structure of English differs from the syntactical structure of Spanish pro-
viding arc additional problem for the child learning either language as a se-
cond language. -

The American school system has embraced the premise of respectable
secondary school book learning for all children. Alj other nations seem to
have considered this premise both naive and unrealistic. Hence, the American%
schools have undertaken a more formidable task, that Of teaching decoding
skills throughout the elementary grades. Most other nations are able AO dis-
pose of this task in a matter of weeks or a few months. Eng liSh spellings, how-
ever, are far more irregular than those of Latin-based,Iergngs and other Ger-
manic languages. A visit to a European school wo)Ifd ,reveal pupils who be-
come fluent decoders in a very brief time. Furt r, iewould be found diet
spelling does not normally appt...r in their curri la. The enormous size of the
English vocabulary exceeds that of other langu ges and creates an additional
problem for book learning.

European schools have generally maintained that only a relatively small ,

percentage of children are endowed with ability for higher levels of cognitive
activity required beyond the rudimentary skills taught in the primary grades.
However, in the United States the idea that hard work, determination-and
good teaching will bring all children to the higher levels is commonly accepted.

Very few citizens will deny the existence of differences in intelligence
and most publicly proclaim themselves and their children to be "just average
folks". But, when they encounter the school these same citizens display a
great dissatisfaction if their children do not achieve above the average in book
learning. Whatever position one may take toward intelligenCe and.intelligence
testing as measuring an inherited or an environmentally learned ability, tests
do predict with a high degree of accuracy the success of children in book
learning.- They are probably more predictable than the subjectivebpinions
of European schools who decide on the academic and career destinies of their
children early in the elementary school. 4,is obvious tiat the American school
is an arm of a democratic society, reflecting the thought of that society, and
is committed to producing 'students who are able to perform satisfactorily in
book learning. But, these same.students persistently distribute themselves
according to the bell curve, ranging from highly competent to gross incom-
petence. Under these circumstances, a major task of the American school
should be to examine its philosophical stance and to review carefully thena-
ture of man and, the nature of learning. In addition, institutions which pre-
pare teachers must also examine their orientation toqeacher preparation.

Basic to any understanding of how and why children learn is the psy-
chological premise of individual differences. It is difficult to imagine educa-
tional literature that does not give consideration to this concept and the many
curricular modifications that have been "developed specifically to allow for
individual differences. Consider such practices as ungraded classes, multi-level
reading materials, grouping within the classtoorr. and the introduction of spe-
cial education services to provide for children at differing levels of learning.
Kirk (1972) expands on this concept and discusses the term inter-individual

14
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differences to indicate that any one child is significantly diff-:!rent from any

other child. 'The fundamental idea of testingChildren is to determine the re-

lative abilities or achievements as compared with other children, or the inter-

individual differences which exist. An even more significant consideration is

added with the discussion of intra-individual differences. Herein, is the iden-

tification of the abilities or achievement of an individual child as compared

with his own disabilities or lags in achievement. This latter meaning of indi-

vidual difference is the essential one to be considered in planning instruction-

al programs for more effective learning. Kirk goes on to say that every teach-

er must organize the instructionzd program of any given dassromn to provide

for three grades above or below the grade to which the child is assigned., A,

cursory review of the literature related to learning and teaching reveals an em-

phasis on the inter-individual differences within the classroom but little on

the intra-individual differences within the individual child. Perhaps herein

lies the reason for frustration on the part of many teachers, psychologists,

and administrators in coping with the reading problems. According to Kaluger

and Kolon (1969) these problems are found in approximately fifteen percent

of all school children. Statistics taken from the U. S. Office of Education
Reading Seminars Pamphlet (1971) relating to reading failures, are no less

discouraging:

Over 8 million school-age children are not learning to
read adequately.

Sixteen percent of the enrollment in grades 1 throUgh
12 require special instruction in reading.

In most large city school systems...at least half the
students are unable to read well enough to handle

their assignments.

, Such alarming figures suggest that the instructional strategy should be

tb attack the problem with renewed vigor. Research findings reported by

Guszak (1972) clearly indicate that children can make significant gains in

achievement when taught by _highly skilled teachers.
Volumes have been written by authorities in the field of education, psy-

chology, medicine and allied fields on the causes-of reading failures. While it

may be helpful to understand the causes of the problem the classroom teacher

should remember that evidence being gathered by the Behavorists and Field

Psychologists indicate that behavior can be modified if the instructional pro-

gram is designed to meet the specific needs of the child. The classroom teach-

er's primary concern should be to work with the behavior of the child rather

than to worry too much about causes which she all too often can do little a-

bout. Learning problems Can never be 'attributcid to a single cause. They are

usually complex and usually interrelated. No attempt will be made here to

present an extremely complicated investigation of causation. Only those fac-

tors which can be investigated by the classroom teacher will be presented. If

15



'further evaluation is needed, the teacher should seek assistance from such re-
source personnel as are available.

An adequate linguistic system and the need tc cliiielop a conceptual sys-
tem which the linguistic system represents are both necessary for adequate and
continuous intellectual_development. Children entering the schools are not de-

, void of either a conceptual system or a linguistic system through which further
intellectual development may take place, but children do enter the school at
various stages of develc :lent in both systems. The inability to communicate
in the language of the school does not indicate the absence of either a linguis-

t, tic system or a conceptual system. In teaching Spanish speakirig children the
first responsibility is to determine the language level and the syntactical pat-
tern of the child in both English and Spanish. Such tests as the Dos Amigos
Verbal Language Scales (1974) will identity the dominant language of the
child, reveai thn comparative development of the child's English and Sparfati,
and yield the k vel at which the child's spokey language development best
qualifies him to function. Clinical studies reveal that children who score at
or below the mean in both English and Spanish reveal conceptual weaknesses
when further tested with the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. How-
ever, the Dos Amigos Verbal Language Scales was not designed to identify
the syhtactical pattern r This can probably best be done through
informal measures. One means of'determining the syntactical pattern is to
record such activities as "Show and Tell" and simply identify the child's pat-
tern. If the child's dominant language is Spanish the teacher has two alterna-

Jives (1) Begin reading instruction in Spanish and begin to build the child's
oral English language (2) Forget about beginning reading instruction in En-
glish until the English oral language system is sufficiently established for the
child to get meaning from the printed symbols. It should be remembered
that reading is two steps removed from experience. This means that the
printed word is a symbol for an oral word, which, in turn is a symbol for an
experience. To a child shown the printed symbol d-o-g representing the spo-
ken symbol /dog/ the total experience he has had with a dog is represented.

It is not enough for the child to decode the printed symbol and utter the spo-
ken symbol /dog/. He must be able to go another step and bring forth from
his memory the experiences he has had with a dog. Included in this recall will
be all of the emotional aspects associated with experiences of dog. Was it fun
or was it an unpleasant memory which might hest be forgotten? Emotional
feelings are develcped within the child fromhis first learnings and how the
school reacts to or interacts with the child in the affective domain wi effect
what andhow he learns. Cohen (1969) discusses learning readiness as a con-
clition necessary before the child engages iri'such activities as reading readiness.
He cites self control and the ability to conform to the school routine as abso-,
lute essentials. Further, he cites visual motor and visual perceptual develop-
ment and language-concept development as factors of learning rer diness and
not reading readiness. Thus, when some teachers recommend further reading
readiness the child may actually be in need of learning readiness. These fac-
tors must be given basic consideration before beginning reading instructhan.
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How does the teacher know when the child is ready for beginning reading in-
struction? One suggestion might be for the teacher to teach the child some
words and if he learns them with a sufficient retention factor he is ready to
read. This sounds reasonable but as a rule of thumb the teacher should deter-
mine whether the child:

(a) Has an interest in stories and printed symbols
(b) Has the ability to tell a story from memory and

in a sequential order
(c) Is able to visually discriminate between different

'titters and words
(d) Has auditory discrimination of sounds in words
(e) Has a basic vocabulary adequate fOr the instruc-

tional materials used in the classroorn
(f) Has a knowledge of the letters of the alphabet

The first five are essential and lead into'a knowledge of the letters of the al-
phabet. Methodology must fit the developmental stage of the child. For the
classroom tpacher the problem is more often what to teach and less often
to teach.

Most young children do not recognize words by their total shape, but
rather, search out one or two letters to identify a word. The ability of the
child to notice the /b/ sound in ball and boy and to discriminate separate
sounds at the beginning, middle, and end of the spoken word is adequate for
beginningreading inst: uction. Phonic programs will usvally be unsuccessful
unless children are thoroughly trained in auditory discrimination of sounds.
The ability to identify sounds in general, such as differences in bell sounds
and automobile horns, and the ability to pronounce words spoken by adults
appear to bc functionally unrelated to success in beginning reading. As a
word of caution the teacher should not teach sounds in isolation but always
within the context of a word which is a part of the child's oral-aural experi-
ence. Teaching of soUnds in isolation presents many problems to the child
as he attempts blending tactics because many consonant sounds cannot be
uttered without appending a vowel sound which bewilders the child attempt-
ing to relate the distorted and isolated utterances.

The classroom teacher must be knowledgeable in the content of reading
and in the methodology for coping with the many and varied reading problems
that will be encountered. Durkin (1974) reports that Many practices now car-
ried on in classrooms include the use of materials that are irrelevant, incorrect
or unrelated to what the children need to learn.

What about the children who are classified as dyslexic, learning diabilities,
or mentally'retarded? These children can learn to read too. The same basic
considerations given here ac applicable to all children, whether he is a Spanish
speaking child learning to read and wrPe English or an English speaking child
learning to read and write Spanish. The teiicher must be equipped to change
teaching styles according to the learnMg needs of The child. She must be will-
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. ing to adjust hei tedmiques to provide for the weaknesses and strengths of the
individual and must not expect the child to adjust to her teaching techniques.
The research evidence indicates that no one particular method of teaching
reading is adequate for all children. Often these findings are interpreted to
mean the method use,d in any one classroom is as pod as any of the others.
The fallacy of such thought is obvious. Its true meaning is simply that with-
in each classroom there must be a variety of methock designed and implement-
ed aecording to the particular needs of individual children within that class-
room. Perhaps the Broadway Musical, The King anal, expresses two related
conditions applicable to teaching and reading: understanding and mutual
affection or respect, "getting to know you, getting to know all about You,
getting to like you, getting to hope you like me too". The atmosphere that
prevails in the c!,..;sroom has a significant effect on the -progress made by
children fear ,ing to read and teachers teaching all childw.n io read.
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CHAPTER III

LINGUISTIC UNDERSTANDINGS FOR THE
TEACHER OF SPANISH SPEAKING CHILDREN

Manuel T. Pacheco, Ph.D.

The teaching of reading is unquestionably one of the most impor,tant
tasks.of our schools. It is obviously not the only task but is a necesiiiiy part
of and a prerequisite to what is regarded as a complete education. In an age
of mass compulsory education. we Ilave undertaken to teach every child to
read regardless of any handicaps that he' might have. His success in learning
to read eventually becomes the yardstick by which he judges what goes on
in school and by which he is often, judged by his parents and the general
public.

Becarise language is a primary vehicle for learning, both before the read-
ing skills are acquifed and after, a child's facility. in language affects his acqui-
sition of knowledge, his subsequennrole in society and his ability to take ad-
vantage of career opportunities.

Reading programs today are being built on principles of psychology,
child growth and development, physiology, and, to.some extent, sociology,
but not O'n any real, systematic knowledge of language. If this is generally
true, it is even more true in and more important for teaching reading to the
bilingual or non-English dominant child. For, if we can cite the generally
accepted premise that reading is the recognition of and obtaining meaning
from printed symbols for the oral language one has, then it is imperative that
teachers have some elementary knowledge about the language children have
or are going to acquire when t;:ey arrive at school.

Therefore, this chapter will address itself to those linguistic understand-
ings that a. teacher of Spanish-English speaking children must hilve in order to
more effectively organize learning experiences for those children.

Many of us think of language primarily in terths of words rather than as
an integratid system of sounds, grammar, and vocabulary. Since mosi of us
learned tne structures of our language at such an early age, we are largely un-
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aware of the highly complex form of symbolic activity whichtakes place in
organizing and communicating meaning and the formal relationships which
are expressed through a set ot vocal signals. -

When a child first attends school, he brings with him a unique set of
linguistic experiences and therefore speaks a slightly different form of 4lan-
guage. Those with whom he communicates also speak a slightly diffeiert
form of the language but in its composite. the form of language used is very
shnilarly structured and implemented. These similar language features can
be grouped and cakled a dialect. A collection of similar dialects form a lah
guage. It is generally accepted that a dialect, then, is any distinctively dif-
ferentiated variety of a language and therefore, that all languages have dia-
lects. It is important to note that everyone speaks a dialect and that there
is no suchthing as a "pure" form of a language. In this respect, then, the
language one uses cannot be ciassified as being either "good" or "bad". At
best it can be classified as "standard" or "nonstandard".

The child acquires the basic language forms of those around him very
enly in his life so that by he time he attends sehool he has mastered the ba-
sic language system well enough to dommunicate his physical, emotional Ad
social needs adequately within his language community. The communication
syste;n he has acquired may or may not be a standard (-9alect of the-language.
Regardless of this, it serves him well and is an intimate part of his being.

In the process of fii:st language learning, the basic gound and grammati-
cal structures of the home language became engrained in the learner. As he
uses and practices his home language, he learns to hear and produce all sounds
in terms of the linguistic system he is acquiring and all extraneous sounds, such
as the sounds of another language, are classified in terms of what the learner
already knows and produces. We have all had the expOence of listening to a
non-native speaker of English (or Spanish) attempting to speak the language
with a noticeable "accent". This difference is the result of that person's using
the sound system of his native language for the second language. Spanish ;

speakers, for example, commonly hear and produce botti cheap and chip as
cheap. The difficulty is not that they are inherently unable to hear or pro-
duce the differences, but rat4er that they have been conditioned not to be-
cause of previous experience in their native larguage.

Comparable problems occur in grammar and,vocabulary, all of which
are the direct result of the tendency to superimpose native language charac-
teristics or structuies on the secondlanguage. All of these problems of per-
ception and implementation Which arise from native language habits' of the
speaker are called interference.

In order to recognize and deal effectively with these problems in the
.classroOm, the teacher in a bilingual classroom must know the differences and
similarities of the two languages and incorporate thee specific interference
problems in the teaching strategies to be used, in the preparation of materials
and in the organization of the curriculum itself.

2 0
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Every language uses a limited number of sounds to distinguish words
front each other. In order to understand the pronunciation characteristics of
children in bilingual classrooms, the teacher needs to understand how speech
sounds are made and the differences between the language sound systems
being used and be able to relate these to dialectal and developmental aspects

of the two languages.
Although it is beyoad the scope of this paper to explain the Spanish and

English Sound systems in great detail, a few characteristics of speech sound
production and the identification of the sound classes will help to give some
basic understandings which a classroom teacher should have.

First, a sound can be characterized according to how it is articulated.
It may be a stop in which the sounds arc produced by a complete closing of
the air passage through the mouth such as in the jnitial sound in pit, car, tip,
boy, dill ana good and the final sound in mob, top, sock, mod, putt, mug.

The sound may be a fricative which is produced by a narrowing causing
friction in the month but not completely deterring the passage of air sucH as
in the initial sound in fight, thing, this, sill, shell, hip, zebra, veer and the final

sound in wife, both, sieve, wish, has, roily, loathe, vice.
The sound may be an affricate which is prodUced by a complete closing

of the air passage as in a stop and released with a friction sound as in a fric-
ative. The initial and final sounds of church andludge illustrate such sounds.

Another category of sounds is the resonants which are produced with-
out friction as in wear, rise, yes, lily In nasals which is a special class of

resonants, the air is allowed to pass through the nasal cavity as in name,

plane, si
A final way to characterize a sound with respect to manner of articula-,

tion is whether the vocal chords vibrate or not during the production of the

sound. Sounds produced while the vocal chords vibrate are called voiced

sounds. Of the stop§ identified above boy, dill, and good begin with voicing

while mob, mod, rnug end with voicing. In .ictuality all of the sounds in the
examples given above are voiced while the initial and final stop sounds in the

following words are unvoiced: tip, top,pit, putt.
Finally, sounds can be characterized as to point of articulation. Speech

sounds may involve the lips, the teeth, the alveolar ridge, the palate, the velum,

the tongue and the larynx.
Taking into account the preceding information, it is possible to con-

struct the following charts which show the Spanish and English Consonant

systems'and how the underlined sounds are articulated.

z 1
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ENGLISH

Stops

Fricatives

Affricates

-Resonants

Nasals

VL

Vd

Lips
Lips 8...

Teeth Teeth
Alveolar

Ridge Palate Velum

/p/kt

/b/ b:t

/t/ Ted

/d/ dea4

/k/ come

/g/ Prn

VL

Vd

/f/ fairy

/v/ very

/e/ thigh

/ct/ thy '
/s/ sip

/z/ zip

g/ sure

/1Z/ azure

VL

Vd

, /vc/ churCh

/r/ juks.

Vd /w/ with
/r/ read
/1/ leave /y//es

Vd /m/ mean /n/ sin /13/ sim

Vowels sounds can be sitnilarly classified according to where they
.produced in the mouth. However, for present purposes we wilt identify %he
vowel sounds in both languages in order to have a vowel inventory of bdth
lan gu age s.

Spanish has five distinct vowel sounds which appear in the folloiming
words: /a/-hasta, /E/-este, /o/-otro, /u/-uva, /i/-listo.,

. Comparatively speaking the English vowel sys* is much more com-
plex in that there is a minimum of ten separate vowel sounds: /iy/-beet,
/I/-bit, /ey/-bait, /E/-bet, /ae/-bat, /uw/-boot, /ow/-boat, 13/-bought,
/a/-but.
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SPANISH

Stops

Fricatives

Affricates

Resonants

VI

Vd

VL

Vd

VL

Vd

Lips &
Lips Teeth

Alveolar
Teeth Ridge Palate

/1V.Pero

/b/ vaca
burro

/t/ tod

lEd] ded c

/fillevre

/b/ uva [(11 dedo

/s/ soda

Velum

/1c/ aucso

[g] guerra
lato

/j/labon

[g] qua

/c/ leche

Nasals

Vibrants

Trill

17

Vd1 /w/ hueso

4-11
/m/ mano

/1/ law

/n4q5

/y/ hielo

/El ago (t)] nunca

In carro
roto

' From such information it is possible to determine elementary similari-

ties and differences between the two language sound systems. 'Such informa-

tion is critical for tbe classroom teacher when attempting to construct lan-

guage learning and reading actifities for either or both languages because of

tin phenorenon of language interference.
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In comparing the two sound systems we find that the consonant sounds
/j/ as in judEs, /Y/ as in sure. /z/ as in zero, /0/ as in think, /v/ as in very, 5./ as
in pleasure; /r/ as in red do not exist in Spanish. Similarly /I/ as in bit, /U/ as
book, 7w/ as in rat, /a/ as in cut. /ow/ as in open occur in English but not in
Spanish. Other sounds exist in English whose Spanish approximation is accept-
able as substitutes for some of the English vowel sounds. For exampk. /i/ in
Igo is acceptable as in even, /E/ as in este is acceptable in words such as let ol
elephant, /u/ as in uva is acceptable in boot and suit.

Those English sounds for which there is not a suitable approximation in
Spanish can be expected to present problems for the Spanish speaker learning
English. In summary, the problem sounds in English can be expected to be
produced in terms of the closest sound in Spanish as follows:

Enghsh sound--

.v v
Is/-sheep_ /c/-cheap,<_
lj /-ja r ........1N / /C1/-char NY

predictably produced as --"-... which exist
/z/-zip ------/ '-*". /s/ -sip in Spanish

t. /4/-thigh/ /t/-tie_

v
/z/-azure.

/r/-write
no comparable sound in Spanish

/10-lass /E/-less
N. /N

/U/loot -......... . 1/-suit
...---- _

predictably produced as approxima-
/3/-cut

.

_ ' .\--*"--/a/-c_ot tions of which
occ in Spanish

....-----

/1/-sit /i/-seat
ur

------27---

Furthermore, certain sounds which occur in both languages may not be
allowed in the same position in Spanish as in English and may trigger changes
in meaning. For example the sound Idl as in thy occurs in Spanish but only
between vowels or in final position as in dedo and usted while the sound [d]
as in die occurs in Spanish initially and after in or n as in dedo or donde. In
English these two sounds occur in any position and furtheimore signal a dif-
ference in meaning such as /d/ in die and kV in thy.
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Although the grammar of one language is different from any other,

there are many more similarities dull differences between Spanish and En-

glish. Contrasting grammatical feoures, however, can help to predict lan-

guage problems the second language learner may have in acquiring a second

language.
The contrast between Es un niiio and H is a toy can help to explain

why some Spanish speakers produce sentence:: such as Is a man which fo!lows
the Spanish sentence pattern in which the pronr in is included in the verb.

Similarly Is the door closed? would beproduc d as h closed the door because

of the construction Esta cerrada la puerta? in whichthe order of words is dif-

ferent. A word for word translatior rather than a knowledge of the basic

structures of the two languages accounts for non-standard structures that some-

times occur.
Articles can present another difficulty for speakers of Spanish since the

indefinite article is omitted in certain situations such as before nouns denoting

occupation as in Thatwoman is teacher or He is butcher.

The third language system to consider is vocabulary or the lexicon wh;ch

includes the meaning or cultural referents for a language. Because an ir.. aual's

vocabulary reflects in part his experiences, care must be taken that those expe-

riences are taken into account upon teaching him a se:1,i language. Further-

more, because words have different ranges of meaning, apparent meaning equi-
valents of words between languages are often misleading. For example foot in

English and pis in Spanish are only partially synonymous since pie is used for

the foot of a human or the base or foot of something inaminate while pata is

used for the foot or leg of an animal or the leg of a table or chair. Other sim-

ilar problems occur with back and neck which can be lomo or espalda and

pescuezo or cuello respectively depending on whether the referent is human

or not. T:.ese facts reflect the cultural dimension of words.
Speakers of each language view reality according to the cultural and .

psychological norms to which they have been exposed which allows percep-

tions to be organized in culturally meaningful ways. Learning a second lan-

guage requires learning an additional cultural framework a.n1 new ways of

communicating linguistically to another cultural group.
The prozess of reading can be thought of as the chain of steps listed

below.

Visual symbol decode sound sequence

dtcode morpheme (meaning-bearing units in words)

decode "meaning" referent

In this process the rcader goes from (1) the written form to (2) the

speccli form which the written form represents to (3) the meaning in the

world of experience. In silent reading. it is gen rally recogked that speech
production is suppressed and a "short-cut" is 4eveloped from speech formi-

tion to linguistic decoding.
19



in the initial stages of reading, however, the speech of the child plays
a major role in that visual symbols must be related to auditory and vocal syni-
bols which the child possesses. For that reason, children must haVe auditory-
oral control bf the material he is going to try to read as well as having proper
understanding of the content so that the focus can be on the process of read-
-ing as a thinking process rather than strictly on the decoding process.

Mastery of the sound system is necessary for reading so that the visual
memory load is not overburdened. A child who cannot hear or produce the
difference between cheap and sheep, heat and hit, soot and suit, etc. must
de end on his visual memory to know how the different perceived homonyms
are spelled.

Because of the light it sheds on the nature of language, the language
acquisition process, and bilingualism, linguistics can provide valuable insights

, and suggestions for second language tea,:hing. Only a few of these have been
identified here but what has been presented indicates that teachers of bilingual
students need to have some basi'd knowledge of linguistics and the comparative
aspects of Spanish and English.

If we are successful in developing two effective systems of communica-
tion in our students, we have in'effect doubled his potential for functioning
successfully in two social contexts. If we are not successful in this and the
student's native language is not the dominant one in the community and is
not the medium a education and commerce, tfis economic and social advance-
ment may be merely hampered.

It must be emphasized that the teacher must recognize, accept, and use
the child's first language in teaching so that the previous learnings of the child
can be built upon and not lost. At the same Lrne, a second language acquisi-
on program built upon linguistic information about the two languages and
how they influence each other must be begun. In this manner, the achieve-
ment of successful bilingualism in our students can be fostered with full know-
ledge that it is being done in a linguistically, educationally and philosophically
justifiable manner.
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CHAPTER IV

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR
ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

David Dillon, M.A.

Language studies over the past seVeral decades have focused attention
on the fact that reading success in any language, depends to a great extent on
the reader's oral proficiency in a particular language. In other words, the liter-
ate skills of reading and writing are based on the corresponding cpral skills of
listening and speaking. Generally. 'children will not produce any.utterances
which they would not be able to-Understand and t is difficult for children to
read any passage which they could not at least comprehend orally.

Traditionally. the first two Rs have received primary concern in the Lan-
guage Arts curriculum. Recently, however, beca BC of the emphasis on the.
interrelationship beiween oral and literate langt,Jge ability, listening and speak-
ing skills have been emphasized in order to improve the quality and effective-
ness of reading instruction and learning in the classroom. For Spanish speaking
children, the development of good oral proficiency in English is a necessary
prerequisite for, instruction in English reading.. Otherwise. their reading ability
irf English will not reach its full potential and they will riot learn English well
hy reading it. In like manner, if the school program also includes reading in'
Spanish for Spanish speaking children, a contintious program of oral laliguage
deyelppment in Spanish should be a part of the Spanish.Language Arts
curriculum.

If oral language development should be part of any language skills cur-
riculuin. how c1in it best be implemented? What specific'skills.and objectives
should a teacher have in mind? What is the most appropriate instructional
approach for developing oral language skills? Arc differences in approach
niore necessary for oral language instruction in a second language than in a
first language?

Specific skills all the appropriate sequence in which they Mould be '-
develloped arc somewhat more difficult to define for oral language than for
reading andyriting since less is actually known about oral language, how it
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is developed, and how it is used. A cursory glance at oral language and its
components reveals its complexity. Various comprehension skills must be

developed, ranging from the recall of specific facts heard to critical listening
skills. These listening skills are based, of course, on a receptive knowledge
of the phonology, syntax. and semantics of a language. Another concvrn is
productive competence in the phonology. syntay, and semantics of a language.
Vocabulary development is closely'tied to a speal;:r's ncept development.'

In addition, a speaker of a language must becomc miliar with the sociolin-
guistic variations of speech. such as the various v i. gieet or take leave of

someone, or appropriate ways to disagree with a,. _incr. This picture is truly
a complex one. No wonder it is so difficult to Ii out s,:quence all the various

oral language skills.
Despite this difficulty, the ora l. language a:ty of studeGts can be im-

proved and enriched in the classroom. General goals and objectives can ba

established to guide instruction in oral language. B;'. competence in the

ba'sic elements of a languaee, there are a great many )i-Li:tical situations in

which students will need to be able to perform well in older to function as
contributing members of society. Some of these situations include: group
discussions. conversMg, talking on the telephole, making announcements.
introducing people. interviewing,,reporting. explaining, and conducting busi-
ness meetings. Creative oral expression can serve well as one of the goals of

an oral language program-todevelop a child's creativity and to serve as an aid

in such Practical oral language situations, as persuasion.. where elements of
creativity arc helpful. An additional goal.which helps ib overcome the diffi-
culty encountered in specifying skills fOr oral language developmen: is teach-

ing children to become keen observers of language an(' zhe behaviors which

accompany it. If children become good observers of inguage. whether it is
their native language or a second language, they will tv able to learn many of
the skills which we have not been able to specify for teaching purposes.

A great deal of research has been undertaken in recent years in early
childhood laDguage acquisition. While most of the results have been derived

from studies of preschool children. they still provide a view of the process of
language acquisition and language learning in human beings and someimplica-
tions for classroom initruction in oral. language. Thc ability to acquire language
is an inherent ability, just as natural to all people as physical growth; It is close-

ly tiLfei to children's cognitive growth which in turn is determined by both natu-
ral and environmental-influences. The language acquisition process is systema-
tic. Even at the earliest stagcs of language development, children do not imi-

tate speech or combine words. randomly. Yet, the process is a creative one. too.

Children experiment, dn a trial.and.error basis, with what they know and test
it in their-speech community, often produCing utterances which they have,not

heard before. Further language data which they receive is used:to constantly
revise their language system. This process continues untit their language .sys-

tem aivroximates the adult norm of their speech community.. During this pro- .

cess; children's comprehension ability remains superior to their ability to pro,

duce speech.
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if the nature of the language acquisition p-ocess is as research indicates,
what are some implications tor classroom instruction in the development of
oral language? F;ist, if the classroom is to be a place where children's oral lan-
guage ability, buth receptive and expressive, will be improved, then children
must be given the-opportunity to listen and to speak-a gcod deal in the class-
room, not just to the teacher but-also.to.eachthet,-..-C-hildren-must-be permit-
ted to practice and experiment with the new oral skills in which they are being
instructed and there are many opportunities to accomplish this goal in a guided

-manner in the Ilassroorn. .-; -
Thc atmosphere established in the classroom for language learning should

be free and nen-threatening since language acquisition is a creative, triahand-
error process: Children will naturally attempt to put together elements of lan-
guage in ways that are new for them or ase various elements of language in new
situations. These attempts will often result in inappropriate usage. However,
these "errors': are important in the language learning process for children. The
teacher can use this information to plan instruction in vadous aspects of lan-
guage for individual children. Only in a classroom atmosphere where these at-
tempts to use language are encouraged and accepted will children continue this
natural tendency, thereby providing themselves with a great deal of practice in
language and their teacher with much information about their language ability.

When children acquire language naturally, their basic purpose in doing so is
to communicate with other people within their environment, either to express
their own feelings and desires or to understand what someone else is telling
them. In so fir as possible, the leaming of a language for communicative pur-
poses should be the emphasis placed on language learning in the classroom. It
is difficult to keep children's motivation high to learn language for its ow-i
sakr.. Yet, if children can relate language learning to their basic needs, to ex.
press themselves more effectively to others and to coMprehend others more
precisely, then motivation is usually high. Very many real communicative
settings present themselves in the classroom and the community every day.
The teacher must watch for them and use them. For those situations which
are not readily available in everyday life, many contrived communicative set-
tings may be established in the classroom.

For example. if a teacher's instructional objective for a child or a group
of children is ability to use the telephone to request such specific information
as times, places or dates the instructional strategies used may be of the follow-
ing general nature. Depending on the age and background of the students, the
teacher may need to provide instruction for them to: decide what information
is needed, know where to find it, be ready to write it down if necessary, know
how to pxpress themselVes clearly and learn how jo use a telephone. If appro-
priate, the teacher, or another student, may model the entire procedure. Next,
,the children may practice with each other using sample information. The use
of a working model of a telephone at this point would be very helpful. The
culminating activity would involve having each child actually telephone to ob-
tain information which is actually needed_by him or her, by the teacher, or by
the entire class, such as bus departure times,,if the class is going on a bus trip'
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or starting times for a movie, if the Student is going to see it. Evaluation can
be provided at any or all stages of this procedute by the teacher, by.other
students, or by both together, if it is appropriate.

A further variation of the above activity could focus on some of the

sociolinguistic variations of requesting information. For example, calling a

museum to fmd out the hours and the admission Pe is done in-an impersonal
manner, but calling someone, in a position of honor lnd respect, at home, to
request information which could have been obtained elst.where, is done in a
different way, usually apologetically. Children can also be taught to o'Aerve,

in their daily experiences, other ways of requesting information which are dif-
ferent because of different social settings. In this way, children are aided in

becoming continual language learners.
Another way to establish contrived situations for specific language use

and growth is the use of creative dramatics in the classroom. Creative drama-

tics is not children's theater which is a highly structured situation with memo-

rized lines, props, costumes and similar requirements. Rather, it consists of
stimulus and a loose structure, contrived by the leader, in which the players
have a framework within which to work. Also, there is a good deaf of free-

dom within which to develop creatively their character, or the plot. Creative

dramatics May involve either dramatic play in which players are placed in a

particular situation and asked to act out their.response, or story dramatiza-

tion in which the players take on characters from a familiar story and act out
the plot. Creative dramatics is especially useful for those situations which do

not present themselves very often and yet which we want our students to ex-
perience, particztlarly those language situations in which strong or subtle emo-

tions are involved.
In attempting to develop a child's second language orally, some changes

in this approach are obviously required. If the child is at the early stages of

learning a second language, much more attention must be placed on teaching

the basic elements of vocabulary, syntax, and pronunciation. There is a much

greater need for modeling and patterning various elements of the new language

for the learner who will need more time to learn these elements. Yet many of
the previously discussed guidelines will apply to developing oral ability in a

second language. Research recently undertaken has indicated that many as-

pects of second language acquisitiOn are similar to first language acquisition. .

Thus, children learning a second language also need many opportunities to

hear arid use the new language in an open atmosphere, where they feel free to

experiment with their newly acquired language. Whenever appropriate, the

children should be placed in a communica'ive setting, contrived or real, to
uSe their new language. As the: students hear and use the new language again

and again, it will be continually revised until it approximates the standard

version of the speech community.
Children's oral language ability is a very important factor affecting their

reading success.' Recent research indicates that reading is not entirely a process
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of extracting meaning from the printed page, but that it also involves the reader
bringing his background, including his oral language, to the printed page and
using it to predicrmeaning based upon selected cues from the printed page.
The good reader seems to predict content as he reads and to use only enough
information, graphic, syntactic, or semantic, from the text to confirm or
change his predictions. The beginning reader, who is not familiar with the
written version of language, needs a lot of information. The fluent reader
needs mucli less. It is not surprising for a black dialect speaker to read "He
go..." for "He goes..." and the Story is told of the nun who, paging through
the newspaper and glimpsing a headline which read "Jesus Christ To Be Honor-

- ed" found, upOn looking back, that the headline' actually said "Judge Crist To
Be Honored". In both cases the readers imposed their own language and mean-
ing upon the.printedyage as well as extracting language and meaning from it.

'Only in the second case did this process interfere with obtaining the correct
meaning.

In summary, instructional strategies.for oial language developinent,
whether a first or a second language, center on identifuing language needs of
individual children, providing whatever modeling, practice, or observation is
appropriate, and then placing the language learners in a setting, contrived or

.;.real, in which they must use those oral language skills in orderto communi-
cate. A free, encouraging atmosphere can greatly aid this language growth.

This brief presentation has dealt only with general guidelines for oral
language development. The following references provide more specific and
fully detailed activities based in whole or in part on the above guidelines.

For further reading:

Gobdman, Kenneth S..(Ed.). Miscue Analysis. Urbana, Ill.: National Council
of Teachers of English, 1973.

Hopkins, Lee Bennett. Let Them Be Themselves. New York: Citation Press,
1974.

Lundsteen, Sara W. Listening: Its Impact on Reading and the Other Language
Arts. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Te4chers of English., 1971.

Moffett, James. A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades K-6:
. A Handbook for Teachers. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968.

Russell. David H. and Elizabeth F. Russell. Listening Aids Through the Grades.
New York: Teachers College Press, 1959.

Smith, James.A. Creative Teaching of the Languase Arts in the Elementary
School. (2nd ed.) Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1973.

Ward, Winifred. Playmaking with Children. New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts,_ 26
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CHAPTER V

;`.

THREE PATTERNS OF
BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Eduardo M. Hinojosa, M.S.

The creation of Title VH-ESEA,under the Bilingual Education Act of
1967 ':ocused attention on the instruction in two languages for a portion or

).
all of the curriculum in a school district. Mqst of the programi in bilingual-
bicultural edutation teach in the language Ilie child brings from home in addi-.
non to instruction in English. However, there is a significant difference among
these programs. For purposes .of discussion, the plans of instruction are cate-
gorized in three patterns with slight variations that make each a unique ap-
proach. Bilingual-Bicultural Education is based on the idea that education
should be provided for all children and its primary purpose is "Leaming Re-
gardless of Language:.

Among the first programs in Bilingual-Bicultural Edutation created prior
to 1967 was the one in-which instruction wai given in Spanish and in English.
The ConcurrentMethod, as it later became known, used Spanish and English
interchangeably. This approach is quite atypical because the children's res- .

ponses are based on the language the teacher is using for instruction. The
teacher begins the lesson by speaking either in Spanish or in English and the
students respond in.the language being ipoken. The teacher must be consis-
tent. She should always use one language until a storyoar a concept being
presented, is completed. Often the children will ask for a favorite-story to. be
read again in the second language. This is certainly, an acceptable practice,.but
the UM should be completed in one language before beginning the second
language. Both languages should not be interjected into the same reading.

-The following is an txample of how a beginning lesson will be conducted:

27

Teacher: Good moming, children.
Students: Good moming, teacher.
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Maestra Buenos gas. nqlos.
Estudiantes:, Buenos 'gas, maestra.

T: How are you today?
S: Fine, thank you.

M: iComo estan ustedes?
E: Muy bien, gracias.

T: Now we will salute the flag.
AhOra saludaremos a la bandera.

S: I pledge...justice for all.
Yo juro...justicia para todos.

T: We will begin our reading lesson with Little Red
Riding Hood.
Ahora leeremos Caperucita Roja.

The concurrent Approach may be used throughout the curriculurn:
Math, Social Studies, Science, and the Language Arts. These components of
the curriculum are usually taught concurrently in the primary grades. It is the
belief of the proponents of this approach that this type of training in the ear-
her grades, will equip.the children to make a more satisfactory transition to
English while maintaining a degree of proficiency in Spanish when they reach
the upper grades. Although the goal of this program becomes one of main-
taining the development of bilingual literacy as much as is feasible, English
becomes.the primary medium of instruction in the upper grades. It is further
assumed that the children will be able to acquire a degree of bilinguality and t:
at the same time be able to function successfully 4n an English setting.:

A second pattern emerged in Bilingual-Bicultural Education that is based
on the premise that the learning common to a!s'children, necessary for success
in school, begins in the home. At the time of their entrance into the school
setting, these youngsters have established the phonology and syntactical struc-
ture of their native language. Furthermore, their emotional make-up and per-
sonality together with' the ciincepts required for further learning are already
formed. To minimize failure and frustration for these beginning students,
teachers should accept them where they are linguistically without the intro-
ducti000f a new language. This will eliminate cultural and personality con-
flicts between the child and the new environment and will enable him to uti-
lize fully his educational ly.',ckground.

The supporters of this-second pattern in Bilingual-Bicultural Education
believe that a child.whose native language is Spanish should be introduced to
the instructional program in Spaniih because helms the basic concepts in that
language. Simultaneously the teacher is building the child's Oral English lan-
guage without the introduction of the printed symbol. 'This is based on the
idea that the fiistianguage interference is minimized because English is taught
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as a second languagc enabling the child to utilize his first language tolearn the

second language.
The teacher must consider those factors applicable to all children to

determine if the child is ready to read. If he is, beginning reading instruction

should proceed in an orderly.fashion in Spanish. No English reading activities

should be intthduced at this time.
The transition to instruction in the second language. English or'Spanish,

is begun when the'child has learned significant language patterns.and concepts

whrch will enable him to recognize them when presented in the printed form

of the second language. When the children have ac'quired adequate facility in

both languages, the curricular pattern emerges whereby any subject may be

successfUlly taught in .either of the two languages. Regardless of the child's

native language-this Bilingual-Bicultural Approach should produce students

who are equally proficient in_two languages by the time they finish senior

high school.
The third approach to Bilingual4iicultural Education presents beliefs

that set it.apart in currieular pattern approach while being identical to the

other two.approaches in its goals for achievement. The adherents of this pro-

gram believe thai the approach to Bilingual-Bicultural Education is not for

the purpose of facilitating the child's transfer from Spanish to English, or vice

versa. fUher. its purpose t the development of a bilingual-bicultural citizen

who throuith the school years has been taught and has learned in both languages..

To produce a bilingual-bicultural citizen, the school curriculum has tO

be devised accordingly. The idea brought forth by this third appro4..,h if. that

during the schoOl day blocks of time are established in Whi:h children learn in .

'an assigned language.. Students whose primary language is fpanish arc taught

in SpaniSh in blocks of time assigned for Language Arts. Science, Math, and

Social Studies in order to provide for more positive achievement. Since the

limary language of these children is Spanish. they.can achieve better in Span-

ish at this point.. During the same school day these children are provided some

blocks of time that deal with the same.subjects in which similar or different

concepts are introduced in English. Children whose primary language is Eng-

lish aTe taught in.blocks of time dealing with-the instruction in English while. .

some time is devoted to.Spanish. It is the belief-of the firoponents of this .

approach that at a given point in their instructional program these children,

regardless of their primary language, will be truly bilingual and thus will be

able to.participate with equal confidence in classes regardless of the language

used fur instruction. ,

It should be noted that the approaches to Bilingual-Bicultural Education,

although differing in techniques and curriculum design. seek to achieve the

same goal: Individuals who are truly bilingual and bicultural and who, in addi-

tion; have mutual respect for differenj languages and different cullures.

For further reading:

Andersson, Theodore and Boyer, Mildred. Bilingual Schooling In The

29 'United StateS. Austin, Texas: Southwest Educational DeVelopment Labora-
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tory, 1970. (For Sale bY the Superintendent ofDocuments U. S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washingtm, D. C. 20402).

Horn, Thomas D., ed. Readings For The Disadvantaged: Problems Of
Linguistically Different Learners. New York: Harcourt, Brace & World,
Iric., 1970.

Mackey, William F. A Typology Of Bilingual Education. Report Prepared
For A ResearchConference On Bilingual Education Under the Auspices Of
The USOE Bureau of Research, 1969.

Saville, Muriel R. and Troike, Rudolph C. A Handbook Of Bilingual
Education. Washington, D. C.: Teachers of English to Speakers of Other
Languages, 1971.

Williams, Frederick., ed. Language And Poverty. Chicago: Markham
Publishing Company, 1971.
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